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Figures

45 
Hectares 
cleaned of 
antipersonnel 
landmines
(DMNG)

7.319 
Antipersonnel 
Landmines 
eliminated 
(DMNG)

150 
land forces 
personnel trained 
in Integrated Border 
Management 
(IBM Project)

1.3 
high court 
personnel 
trained in 
ethics and 
transparency 
(Ethics Project)

30
of May 2019 – 
Istanbul Declaration 
was encouraged to 
be implemented in 
legal systems among 
UN member states 
(Ethics Project)

th 6.4 
Million People 
used e-Consulate 
system and saved 
precious time from 
their lives
(e-Consulate)

475 refugees trained on access to legal aid (UNJP)



Demining

Landmines are placed during conflict times and once the conflict ends, the 
area is left as is, posing great threat to people and animals living nearby. 
With Socioeconomic Development Through Demining Project, we are 
supporting Turkey to remove those mines while creating new job 
opportunities.

Integrated Border Management

With modern times come modern needs. This also goes for the 
management of the borders and with the Integrated Border Management 
Project, Turkey can now integrate the state-of- the-art equipment and model 
trainings for her border protection.

e-Consulate

Getting a government work done doesn’t necessarily mean producing 
paper waste anymore. With e-Consulate project, the Turkish citizens 
abroad can access most consulate services online and even get 
appointments to prevent the long lines we were used to while saving paper.

UNJP on Enhancing Access to Justice and Legal Aid 
for Refugees in Turkey (UNJP?)

On board UNJP, along with UNHCR, we support trainings, workshops and 
documentation to lawyers on how to support refugees better and to 
refugees on how to react when in need of legal support.

Ethics, Transparency and Trust

Being a milestone in global justice system with the İstanbul Declaration on 
2018, Ethics Project aims at how to improve the established legal system in 
a philosophical way. Publishing the internationally recommended 
declaration, we can say this project is an invaluable investment to the 
future.



Local Administration Reform

Would you like to live in a dream city? From improving peoples’ lives to 
supporting them accessing their specific needs, Local Administration 
Reform is supporting municipalities all over Turkey, helping them help their 
residents.

Civilian Oversight

Isn’t it nice to feel safe? With 9 previously established cities and 10 new 
pilot cities, Civilian Oversight project supports the democratic and human 
centric approach of the internal security forces in local, regional and 
national levels.

Legal Aid

Zero tolerance to violence! This is our motto and with numerous bar 
associations and attorneys, we are supporting this idea all over Turkey. All 
in all, nonviolence is a powerful and legitimate weapon. It cuts without 
injuries and make the person who uses it noble.

NHREI

We believe in the importance of equity and public supervision. With NHREI 
project, we aim at supporting improvement of human rights standards as 
well as their supervision. With the increased capacities of National Human 
Rights and Equity Institute (NHREI) as well as Ombudsman, human rights 
standards are in a steady incline since 2018


